Parallax is always looking for serious experienced individuals to join our Placing or Splicing team. We offer an excellent
hourly‐based pay and benefits package, including RRSP’s. If you think you have what we are looking for please send your
resume and cover letter to jobs@parallaxind.com.

Telecommunications Lineman/Cableman
JOB QUALIFICATIONS:






At least two years verifiable experience in placing aerial and underground cables in a telecommunications work
environment.
Valid driver’s licence. Air brakes certified is an asset but not required.
Experience working with an aerial lift truck (bucket truck)
Operation of a T40 considered a strong asset
Pole climbing is an asset.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:











Operate hand, electric, and power tools to maintain customer’s plant.
Work in all weather conditions within BC.
Lashing, over‐lashing and de‐lashing of cables on poles
Framing, and installing steel strand on communications poles.
Install underground conduits and cables using hydraulic cable pulling winches.
Ability to read and follow network design prints.
Update customers prints and as‐builds and other documentation
Work in accordance with Work Safe BC guidelines.
Ability to work extended hours and manage deadlines.
Must be able follow directions and work well in a team oriented environment.

Fiber Optic Splicing Technician
JOB REQUIREMENTS:









At least two years verifiable experience installing, maintaining, repairing and testing fiber optic networks in an
OP environment
A clear understanding of fiber optic technologies around splicing of single and mass fusion fiber cables
A clear understanding of customer required test results and documentation of work completed
Work in all weather conditions within BC.
Valid BC driver’s licence.
Ability to work on ladders or in bucket trucks as needed.
Work in accordance with company safety policy and Worksafe BC guidelines.
Must be able follow directions and work well in a team oriented environment.

JOB RESPONSIBILITIES:









Troubleshoot and analyze basic technical problems or issues.
Perform daily tests, checks and maintenance of splicing and testing equipment.
Perform optical continuity and conformance testing.
Completes splicing rearrangements on existing facilities in buried, underground, aerial and building work
locations.
Splice various types and sizes of fiber optic cable associated to Transport and FTTH (Fiber to the Home)
technologies
Reviews, interprets and works with various maps, blueprints and testing documents.
Ability to work extended hours and manage deadlines.
Willingness to perform other duties as assigned.

Due to the high volume of resumes we receive, only candidates chosen for interviews will be contacted.

